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Message f rom  Mr . Wicks

I was delighted to see the positive response to our newsletters and am 
pleased to be able to bring this second edition to you for November.  I 
hope you have found them informative and interesting to read, but 
please do continue to feed back to us, particularly if there is currently 
something missing from the newsletter that you would like us to 
consider including in the future. 

Our theme this month is ?diversity and inclusion? which, as a British  
international school in Spain, is at the heart of everything we stand for at 
King?s College Alicante; as such we spend a substantial amount of time 
celebrating the nearly fifty nationalities that make up our student body 
and work with our pupils so they understand how lucky they are to be 
part of such a rich and diverse community.  

Having lived in Spain for almost twenty years I have always been made to 
feel welcome and part of the local community in Alicante.  When I moved 
here all those years ago, the natural warmth of the Spanish people 
immediately put me at ease and made the move to a new country, new 
customs and a very new language so much easier to handle. Not once 
was I made to feel unwanted, unwelcome or uncomfortable and for that 
I will always be grateful.  I was ?included? and embraced despite my 
milky-white skin, my inability to tan and, even after hours of practice with 
a pen between my teeth, my seemingly genetic inability to roll my ?r?s!  In 
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fact, those differences often 
started a conversation with a 
complete stranger and seemed to 
endear me to many of the local 
population, rather than exclude 
me.

But recently I have started to 
wonder whether in fact everyone?s 
experiences have been similar to 
mine?  Speaking to colleagues and 
pupils who have moved more 
recently from many parts of the 
world to work or study with us 
here at KCA doesn't always reveal 
the same positive experience I was 
lucky to have when I left the UK. I 
am, after all, a white male who 
moved countries two decades ago 
when the world was a very 
different place to the one in which 
we are bringing up our young 
people today.  Terrorism, 
islamophobia, the resurgence of 
extreme right-wing politics, the 
proliferation of the internet and 
bucket loads of ?fake news?, 
society that celebrates celebrity 
and mediocrity and, most recently, 
a global pandemic that has made 
the general population even more 
anxious, insular and xenophobic, 
has changed the world as we knew 
it; for our young people, sadly,  it?s 
the only world they have known.

So, have our attitudes to strangers 
changed and are we now less 
willing to accept this diversity and 
be inclusive, so that all new 
members of our community don?t 

feel as welcome as I did back in 
2002? I think the answer to the 
above question is unfortunately a 
resounding ?yes?.  

I watch the news, local and 
international, with sadness now as 
the world appears to become 
more and more polarised and 
divided and I cannot help but think 
that we are moving backwards as a 
society and are becoming less and 
less tolerant and open-minded.  
More importantly, I have felt a 
subtle shift in the attitudes of our 
own young people in school 
towards new or ?different? 
members of our school 
community.  Don?t get me wrong, 
we are blessed with a very caring 
and considerate pupil body on the 
whole, but you can see small 
pockets of fear, trepidation and 
suspicion of those from different 
backgrounds and cultures which 
makes integrating new pupils to 
the school a litt le bit more 
complicated than it would have 
been even five years ago. Our 
community is still warm and 
welcoming but like many things in 
life, there is still room for 
improvement!  

For me, this is when our job as 
educators and yours as parents 
becomes so important.  We ALL 
have the enormous, unenviable 
yet crucial task of educating our 
pupils, not only about algebra or 
Newton?s law or the rules of 

volleyball, but also how to grow 
into members of society that will 
continue to uphold those values 
that are important to us all. To 
encourage them to do their part to 
unite a world that is quickly 
becoming fragmented and hostile 
rather than contributing to the 
growing division and tension.  To 
teach them that despite what they 
see on the news, despite what 
they read on the Internet and, 
unfortunately in some cases, 
despite what they may hear from 
extended family members, that 
first and foremost the people they 
meet in life are simply human 
beings like themselves; human 
beings with feelings, dreams, 
desires and needs just like them. 
To teach them that a person?s 
religion, race, colour, gender, 
sexual orientation, learning 
disability, physical impairment, 
clothing or whatever makes them 
?different? to the average person in 
their class, does not define them, 
nor should it have any bearing on 
how welcome they are made to 
feel when they join our school 
community.  

We are able to hold assemblies 
and teach PSHE lessons preaching 
the importance of diversity but, as 
with most learning, pupils 
understand better when they see 
something demonstrated and 
have the opportunity to review 
that learning on a regular basis.  

Diversi t y  &  Inclusion



Diversi t y  &  Inclusion
That?s where we, as adults, come in, to 
ensure we do not underestimate the daily 
influence we have on young people and 
their attitudes to each other and society, 
and do not unintentionally undermine the 
values that are so important to us. 

By way of an anecdote to highlight that last 
point, I was recently surprised to be shown 
comments that had been written by a very 
small minority of parents on a WhatsApp 
group regarding some of our teachers.  
References to the race, background, first 
language and accent of these newly 
appointed members of staff were used to 
question their suitability as  teachers of 
their children.  In my mind the most 
important factor in choosing a teacher is not 
their country of origin, nor indeed their first 
language provided they can speak English 
well, but rather their passion for teaching 
our young people and their outstanding 
knowledge or expertise in the subject they 
will be teaching.  My concern however was 
not the aspersions being cast on those 
teachers or the school, but a real worry 
about how those conversations played out 
at home. What did our young people hear 
from those parents when it was being 
discussed at the dinner table? And, more 
importantly, what messages did those 
young children take away from the 
conversation about how we should react to 
people who do not meet our 
pre-conceptions of what is ?acceptable? or 
?normal??  These real life lessons are far 
more powerful than anything we can teach 
during a period of PSHE and the values that 
our pupils see modelled at home last much 
longer than those they see at play in school 
each day.  

As humans we all make mistakes and 
sometimes regret things we say, but when 
we are tasked with educating children it is 
crucial that we acknowledge that our young 
people will instinctively copy what we say 
and what we do, and will base their own 
opinions and moral compass on what they 
are exposed to at home and in school. None 
of us is perfect but flippant remarks, poorly 
chosen vocabulary and hateful or intolerant 
comments by any of us only compound 
poor ideals and lead to confusion about 
what is and isn?t acceptable behaviour; 

turning a blind eye or not challenging 
other members of our family or 
community who are not demonstrating 
the values that we hold dear, has the 
same negative and confusing effect on 
our youngsters. 

Diversity in its broadest sense is us 
embracing all of those 
differences we?ve discussed 
whilst celebrating the depth 
and richness it brings to our 
school or local community; 
inclusion is ensuring 
those who are 
welcomed, despite 
their differences, 
are truly integrated 
and part of the many 
facets of life in our 
college. If we are going 
to provide an 
environment in which 
our children are 
given the best 
opportunity to grow 
into the adults the 
world needs to 
survive its very 
uncertain future, 
then we must 
work together, be 
united and 
consistent in 
modelling the 
behaviours we 
desire, in order to 
teach our young 
people the importance 
of treating everyone they 
meet with respect, dignity 
and compassion.  Together 
we can help our young 
people to see the 
importance of placing 
these core values at the 
centre of everything 
they do and do their 
small bit to make the 
world a nicer place 
for everyone 
concerned. 



MME. MAIRE
Subd i r ect or a de Secundar ia

Head of  Middle School

"Diversity in our school goes beyond nat ionalit ies"

Thank you so much for your warm 
welcome to our first newsletter 
last month. As winter is now 
approaching our Key Stage 3 
pupils have well settled into their 
new normality, which is now just 
our normality. Pupils have had the 
first round of their cycle tests, are 
continuing to work hard and 
starting to reap the rewards of 
their effort. I am very proud of 
how our youngest secondary 
pupils are once again being role 
models for the rest of older pupils 
in the school, this time with their 
excellent use of English in lessons 
and around the building.

However, I would like to focus this 
month on the fact that our school 
is so much more than just about 
learning Maths, English and other 
academic subjects. It provides 
something equally, if not more, 
valuable to our children: how to 
live and work with others, and how 
to accept people who are unique 
and different to them.

We can?t deny that we are a 
diverse school with, as Mr Wicks 
mentioned in his introduction, 
nearly fifty nationalities. But 
diversity in our school goes 
beyond nationalities, it includes 
many more other factors such as 
ethnicity, socio-economic 
background, abilit ies, sexual 

orientation, religious beliefs and 
even at their young age, political 
views.

Our School -  our pupils and all our 
staff - reflects the outside world 
and our job as teachers is to show 
pupils how to embrace this 
diversity that we have and to make 
our pupils not only excellent 
scholars but also  well-rounded 
and tolerant young people. 

It is widely recognised that 
diversity in schools teaches them 
to appreciate differences and new 
perspectives. It makes them better 
listeners and better thinkers and 
these skills are developed in the 
new addition to the KCA timetable 
in Key Stage 3: Public Speaking.

You will see as you keep scrolling 
through this newsletter that our 
Heads of Year all have mentioned 
class-led assemblies as a highlight 
in their Year Group feature. The 
reason for this is that all the 
assemblies that our Key Stage 3 
pupils have produced this past 
month are genuinely impressive. I 
am not talking just about the 
excellent content or the confident 
delivery of their assembly. What 
made the tutors, the Heads of Year 
and myself particularly proud of 
our younger secondary pupils was 
the quality of the team work that 
went on behind the scenes. I had 

the privilege of spending tutor 
time with Year 8 and 9 forms as 
they were preparing for their 
assemblies on Halloween and I 
was immediately impressed with 
how they had organised 
themselves in groups:  by skills 
and strengths rather than by 
friendship groups. In all the form 
rooms I walked in,  I was amazed 
at the respect with which they 
were listening to each other and 
sharing their views- all the ideas 
were listened to, considered 
carefully and then agreed. Pupils 
were working independently but 
together at the same time, doing 
what was best for the group and 
not for themselves. All the 
diversity in the groups made for a 
wide range of suggestions, points 
of views and ideas and  we have all 
been impressed with the level of 
maturity our Key Stage 3 pupils 
were displaying when working as a 
team. For all these reasons, the 
Heads of Year wanted to mention 
their pupils? assemblies and I know 
that when you read their articles 
or watch their photos you will have 
in mind a vision of united classes 
that decided to accept everyone?s 
differences to work together and 
produce the best assembly that 
they could possibly do. And this is 
what we also stand for at KCA. 



News and Updat es

7
Year

MME. BELNA
H e a d  o f  Y e a r  S e v e n

It has been so pleasing to see our Year 7 pupils fully 
settling into their routines this month and getting 
used to all the changes that Secondary School 
brought to them. The highlight of this month for Year 
7 has of course been learning with chromebooks in 
lessons. Chromebooks have opened so many 
opportunities to our Year 7 pupils, making their 
learning more interactive and enabling them to use a 
wide range of resources and educational websites and 
tools. However, learning with Chromebooks also 
comes with the responsibility of safe online use. We 

often remind our pupils how to keep safe and be 
responsible online and we would like your support in 
discussing this with your children at home. On the 
same note, we do not let Year 7 listen to music during 
lessons as this does not encourage good studying 
habits and we strongly advise that they follow the 
same advice when they complete homework or revise 
at home. Finally it is my pleasure to share with you 
below the highlights of the past months, including 
assemblies, fantastic work, student and form of the 
month, teacher?s comments and school council news. 

Assemblies: This month the students have started to organize, prepare and deliver their own assembly. 
7K2  worked on Mental health and presented a beautiful assembly ? Happy?. 7A2 presented another lovely 
assembly on Halloween. They have done a fantastic job. It?s a great opportunity for students to learn how to 
work collectively on a project as well as to improve their speaking skills.

Challenges: Yr 7s love 
participating in challenges. This 
week, 7S1 participated in the 
Halloween challenge organised 
by Mr Rowan. Well done 7S1 ! 

Fantast ic work: Here are 
some examples of fantastic Art 
work. Well done Sabrina, 
Lorenzo and Martina !

School council: I would like to congratulate our Forms reps and wish them good luck with their new 
responsibility! Aitana Rubio, Valentina Sánchez, Hugo García, Erin Parker, Carolina Echandi, José Albors, 
Victoria Navarro and David Pascual. This is an important leadership role in representing their Form in 
School council meetings, acting as a link between their class and other classes and representing the form or 
year in meetings with teachers. 

Student  of the month /  Form of the month: I would like to celebrate the good work of 7K  who have 
demonstrated a very good learning attitude and a great enthusiasm towards school activities. I would also 
like to congratulate our student of the month David Pascual Sivera for achieving 32 positive points in 
October demonstrating excellent commitment to his learning.



News and Updat es

8
Year

MS. PUYAOAN
H e a d  o f  Y e a r  E i g h t

Form  Group of  t he Mont h

  St udent s of  t he Mont h

Each month we would like to recognise a few students for posit ive behaviour; this can include being on task, 

working hard and being a good role model.  This month, I would like to congratulate Victor ia, Valent ina  and 

Jorge for being nominated. 

  Jorge

Valentina and Victoria have been 

consistently praised this month for 

their hard working and focused 

attitude in all classes. Ms. Hannah was 

full of praise when she commented on 

their working attitude.

?Both Valentina and Victoria have 

completed excellent pieces of work this 

term in relation to the British Empire. 

Valentina is extremely creative. When 

asked to choose a piece of technology 

and present to her peers about how it 

had made an impact on the shrinking 

world, she chose cars. She produced an 

outstanding hand drawn animation 

and was able to verbally evaluate the 

impact. Victoria did hers on trains and 

again, she produced a beautiful 

slideshow with a small animation. Both 

are excellent when presenting, making 

good eye contact and not relying on 

any literature to present.?

They are an excellent example to 

others in the year, demonstrating the 

importance of trying your hardest and 

challenging yourself in all subjects. I 

have included some work from their 

favourite subjects. 

  Vict or ia

  Valent ina

I would also like to give a special 
thanks to Jorge for being an 
excellent role model by helping 
our new form tutor Mr. 
Tooby-Broome settle into his role, 
and particularly in helping him to 
understand the Halloween 
project they were working on.  At 
times, as teachers, we also need 
some help and support. So, a big 
thank you Jorge!



News and Updat es

MS. PUYAOAN
H e a d  o f  Y e a r  E i g h t

Each Wednesday is usually dedicated to an assembly, and this 
week I decided to hand this role over to the students. The 
theme was Halloween. We all link this festival to pumpkins, 
gory costumes, bobbing apples and mountains of sweets. 
But, how do they celebrate Halloween in other countries 
and cultures? Well, we travelled from Nigeria to Japan, 
Spain, Ireland and finally Romania. I was incredibly 
impressed with the initiative and creativity shown by 
each of the classes and the confidence with which 
they presented. I would like to give a special shout 
out to 8S who, within their well organized presentation, 
had a cooking segment by Victoria and a litt le skeleton 
dance by Nicolas. Due to Covid regulations, we had to 
stream each of the assemblies live, but this did not 
discourage the students. There were a few 
technological hiccups but they managed to solve 
problems quickly and use their initiative to continue and 
present. Our online learners also participated, and we 
were treated to an entertaining yet informative video 
made by Joseph in 8C. Overall, everyone did a fantastic 
job and worked hard to create something together.

Finally, I would like to congratulate the following students who 

have been chosen by their peers to represent them in the student 

council: 8K Javier Solesio Gascó, 8C Maya Abi Chahine, 8A Mateo 

Pascual Martín and 8S Paula Garberí López. This is a very 

important role as they will act as the voice of the pupils in their 

form; bridging the gap between students, teachers and senior 

leaders. We look forward to hearing about some of their ideas 

and initiatives to help develop our school community and culture.

Form  Represent at ives

8
Year



News and Updat es

9
Year

SR. GALVAÑ
H e a d  o f  Y e a r  N i n e

I am pleased to welcome you to this second edition of the KS3 Newsletter. It is hard to believe that we are 

already more than halfway through the first term and it only seems like yesterday when we started this new 

academic year full of challenges and excitement! 

Since the beginning of the term, we have launched many initiatives and activities that will help our Y9 students 

to develop their creative, social and academic abilit ies over the course of the academic year including the 

expectation that they work collaboratively to deliver assemblies to their peers. All Y9 students are involved in 

researching and presenting some topics of interest that will help them to develop and improve their public 

speaking and teamwork skills.

I t ake t h is oppor t unit y t o share w it h you a recent  assem bly f rom  9S about  a social exper im ent  called 

?beaut y?. It  was very well execut ed, em ot ional at  t im es, and t hey were able t o involve som e m em bers of  

our  st af f . Please feel f ree t o wat ch t he video or  t he present at ion t hat  t hey creat ed. 

Year  9 Assembly: Beaut y wit hin us

We decided to do a social experiment on how people 

perceive beauty. We asked people two questions which 

were ?How does it feel to be beautiful?? and ?What does 

beauty mean to you?? and filmed their reaction to them. 

Most people were shocked by the first question as some 

didn?t see themselves as beautiful. After we showed the 

video, we talked about the definitions of beauty. We 

talked about what the internet said beauty is and what 

we would define as beautiful. We found out that our 

teacher thought that personality and the way you treat 

others is what makes you beautiful. 

We wanted to test what people think beauty is and see 

if they feel comfortable with themselves. Our 

presentation was to demonstrate that most people 

think of beauty as something abstract and not on how 

you look physically. 

The main point of our assembly was to show that the 

stereotypes from our century are ridiculous as not 

everyone feels identified by them. We also wanted to 

expand the idea that we are all perfect just the way we 

are and we shouldn't change ourselves because of what 

other people say. We wanted to spread a positive 

message in order to help others love how they are and 

realise that the fact that we are all different from each 

other makes us special in our own way.  

Click  t o Open

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0-1kb_ISDg
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1MlZFtG4xuj25BdgZl31pW-8IHtiOECuQAcXdEUPVSWE/edit?usp=sharing


News and Updat es

9
Year

Careers

?The presentation was shown as a video which 

introduced the topic of 'Careers'. It helped year 9 have 

a clearer idea about what to choose for their IGCSE 

and how to choose. Throughout the presentation, she 

(Sra. Soler) had a clear voice and she varied by 

showing the presentation and talking directly to them. 

It helped lots of students with their questions and 

showed them all the systems; British and Spanish. 

They now have in mind that 

they have to start planning all 

the subjects they like to 

eventually, in February 2021, 

choose 4 subjects (one science 

is compulsory). In my opinion, 

the presentation was very 

helpful and very well 

designed.?

I would like to thank Sra.Soler 

for her dedication and help to 

our Y9 students.

We have also had the opportunity to enjoy an online 

presentation led by Sra.Soler with the objective of 

helping our students to choose the correct options for 

the next academic year. It was really well received by 

pupils and Clara Jiménez said:

Finally, I would like to share the successes of Year 9 with 

you, so far this year. Since the beginning of the academic 

year, our students have received more than 2.200 

positive comments, which shows that every day they 

work hard and commit to their studies. Please keep 

encouraging your children to continue with this brilliant 

attitude. Fortunately, our students have been able to 

elect their school council representatives. This will help 

our school continue to grow as an inclusive community 

full of daily opportunities for each of our members.

Celebrat ion St udent  of  t he m ont h
Andriy with 41 

positive comments. 



RACISM

source: https://kidshealth.org/en/parents/talk-about-race.html

Race and the harmful effects of racism are common 
topics of conversation for some families. Other 
parents, though, might talk about racism and 
discrimination with their kids rarely, or not at all.

But when parents stay silent, kids can get the 
message that racism doesn't matter or that it 's 
someone else's problem. To help put an end to 
racism, everyone has to take an active role, no matter 
who they are.

Why Is it  Im por t ant  t o Talk  About  Race and 
Racism ?

When we teach kids early on that it 's OK to talk about 
race, we help them to understand, respect, and 
appreciate the differences between people.

This builds empathy and compassion for others so 
that kids are better able to see when things in their 
world seem unjust or unfair ?  and can do something 
about it.

What 's t he Best  Way t o Talk  About  Race and 
Racism ?

There's no "right" way to talk to your kids about race 
or racism. For each family, that conversation will be 
different, depending on your own race, nationality, 
and personal experience with racism.

Here are some ways to get the conversation started, 
and keep it going:

First , get  t he fact s.

By learning about the issues, you'll be better able to 
report them. Listen to a podcast, watch a show, or 
read up on the history of racism and civil rights so 

that you're prepared to talk and answer any 
questions.

Clar ify your  fam ily 's values.

Use your words, your example, and your actions to 
show your children what you believe in. Values to 
focus on can include equal treatment for all, justice, 
standing up for those who are suffering, and 
respecting all people no matter the color of their skin, 
the language they speak, or other differences.

Speak in sim ple t erm s.

Don't overwhelm kids with too much information. 
State the facts, simply and clearly. If you want to 
address something that 's happened in the news, be 
honest about what happened, but don't give kids 
more info than they need.

Be age-appropr iat e.

Topics of race and racism are big-picture issues, and 
this can be hard for younger kids to grasp. Here are 
suggestions for addressing it by age:

Nursery:
Kids this age are learning about right and wrong, and 
have a keen sense of fairness (and they'll let you know 
about it!). So talk about what 's fair and what 's not. 
Give examples kids can relate to, such as: "What if 
someone made a rule that says everyone with [your 
child's hair or eye color] has to eat a different snack at 
snack time than the rest of the class? Does that seem 
fair?"

Pr im ary:
Use practical examples from everyday life to help 
school-age kids understand how they might feel if 

Speak ing t o your  children about  racism

https://kidshealth.org/en/parents/fighting-racism.html


they're discriminated against or left out on purpose. 
Something like, "How would you feel if someone held 
on to all the swings during patio and didn't give any 
other kids a turn?" Or, "How would you feel if you saw 
a Year 6 bullying a Year 1?" Then, connect these 
questions to real-life examples of groups of people 
who have been discriminated against. Asking 
questions like these helps to increase kids' empathy 
and spark their passion to stand up for others.

Pret eens and t eens:

Older kids and teens are better prepared to tackle 
tougher topics. They can understand how someone 
might feel if they are a target of racism, but they may 
feel helpless to do anything about it. Brainstorming 
ways to help ?  such as speaking up for a friend who's 
bullied or excluded because of skin color, or writing 
letters to the Head of Year or School ?  can help kids 
feel empowered.

Ask quest ions ?  lot s of  t hem .

Help your child process thoughts and feelings by 
asking questions like, "What do you think about what 
you saw on TV?", "What have you heard?" or "What 
are your friends talking about?" This helps you get a 
sense of your child's understanding so you can fill in 
any gaps with facts or emphasize the values that you 
hold in your family.

Creat e a safe place t o share feelings.

Tough conversations like these bring up strong 
emotions, like anger, sadness, confusion, and others. 
Kids who have been victims of racism, or have family 
members who have been, might have even stronger 
feelings or fears around these topics. Let your child 
know that their feelings are important and OK. It helps 
to share your own feelings in a healthy way. Say 
something like, "I feel sad right now and that 's OK. I 
won't always feel this way." This helps kids put things 
into perspective.

Keep t he conversat ion going.

Talking to your kids about race and racism shouldn't 
be a one-time thing. Encourage your child to come to 
you with questions and continue to talk about it.

Race and Racism : What  If  I Don't  Have an Answer?

It 's OK not to have all the answers. If you don't know 
how to answer something, be honest and say so. Tell 
your child that you'll find out and share what you've 
learned.

Race and Racism : What  Else Can We Do as a 
Fam ily?

Parents can do many things to raise compassionate 
kids who want to help others. Here are some to do 
together as a family:

Befr iend people who are dif ferent .

Consider choosing a school, daycare, or club with kids 
from other areas and different backgrounds. This way, 
kids learn that they can find friends anywhere.

Learn about  ot her  cult ures.

Learn together about people from other places and 
cultures. Read books, watch movies, listen to music, 
and learn about celebrations that aren't part of your 
own traditions. Attend cultural fairs and museums 
that highlight stories, art, and the history of people 
who are different from you.

Speak up.

When you see something that isn't fair, do something 
about it. Say something. Write a letter. Create art that 
supports a cause ?  or start one. And encourage your 
kids to do the same.

Talk often as a family and do things together to learn 
about and celebrate the differences between people. 
You'll help nurture your child's empathy for other 
people, and your own

https://kidshealth.org/en/parents/bullies.html


In t roduct ion t o 
Parent s
We started using Class Charts at  King?s College 

Alicante in September 2019  to t rack pupil 

achievement , behaviour and well-being throughout  

the school day. The use of this online system was 

received posit ively by pupils who like to have a quick 

and easy-to-read overview of how well they are 

doing in school. 

Last September, all secondary school pupils were 

given access to the programme so that they could do 

their own independent monitoring.

We are delighted to announce that very soon parents 

will have access to their children?s Class Charts 

account.

We believe in working closely with parents and one of 

the key benefits of using Class Charts is that we are 

able to securely share your child?s achievement and 

behaviour report with you and so keep you up to date 

in real-time.

On November 18th 2020 all secondary parents will be 

sent  a letter with instructions on how to log in. 

Here is a quick preview of the information that will be 

available to you.

- Engage parents and promote your school?s positive achievements into the 

wider community.

- Share customisable behaviour reports with parents and email 

notifications.

- View Secondary School Announcements

- View a summary of your child?s attendance

- Give us input on your child?s Well Being 

Parent  & pupil features



Video Tutor ial for Parents

- Class charts is a good way to record how well you are working and in which areas you need to improve. 

Andres Carbonell - Year 10 

- I like Class Charts because it?s a useful way to see our progress. Ilse Mellon - Year 9

- I like having access to my Class Charts account because I can keep track of my positive comments.Pablo 

Girona - Year 12

- Class Charts gives me an easy access to my positive and negative comments and I can see them whenever I 

want. Patricia Miñano - Year 12

What  our pupils think of ClassCharts

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mF7hxlgXUQs


Mrs. Hannah
Di r ect or a Ad jun t a de Secundar ia

Deput y Head of  Secondary

It is with great delight that I can 

introduce myself as Deputy Head of 

Secondary at KCA for the second year 

in a row. My role incorporates leading 

the academic side of the school, with a 

focus on Curriculum and Assessment. 

I love my job! Particularly when I am 

able to see our pupils proceed to the 

next level and achieve their targets, 

both inside school and outside of 

school.

I am sure you will agree that it has 

been an extraordinary beginning to 

the current academic session. 

Nevertheless, our students have made 

a strong start to the academic year 

and have demonstrated great 

resilience through their learning. They 

have adapted to new processes and 

more online learning opportunities 

whilst maintaining a positivity that 

only a child can show, and are a credit 

to their parents and teachers.

One of the greatest features of the KS3 

British Curriculum is having the 

flexibility to ensure that our pupils 

have the opportunity to study subject 

content in depth whilst developing 

skills that will carry them through to 

further education and the workplace. 

As you will know, the staff at KCA work 

tirelessly to deliver an outstanding and 

fully inclusive British education in an 

international environment. All aspects 

of our Teaching and Learning are 

carefully planned for, with the child 

placed at the centre. We aim to raise 

attainment through meeting the needs 

of all of our learners. At KS3 level we 

do this through Quality First Teaching 

(more on this in Mrs. Walker?s page of 

the newsletter). Furthermore, we are 

trying to foster resilience and 

independence in our learners by 

introducing them to C21st skills 

(communication, collaboration, 

creativity and critical skills). Research 

has shown that universities and 

employers cite these skills as 

paramount to success after school. By 

embedding these skills into the KS3 

curriculum, we are preparing and 

equipping our students to apply depth 

of skill to a wide range of situations 

and to meet the demands of living in 

an increasingly complex world and 

ever changing environment. Please ask 

your child what activities they have 

done in lessons to illustrate and 

develop these skills.

One big academic change this term 

has been the implementation of cycle 

testing. This is an ?Inspired? initiative 

and a fabulous opportunity for all of 

our pupils to engage in regular 

progress checks across core subjects 

to ensure that they are improving 

whilst developing formal exam skills. 

The more practice our pupils have in 

these situations from a young age, the 

better prepared and less stressed they 

will be when the time comes for them 

to sit their IGCSE and A Level exams in 

subsequent years.  These assessments 

are designed to measure pupil 

learning up until that point in time 

with a focus on the learning that has 

taken place in the last cycle. It is 

important that pupils and parents see 

these for what they are; an instrument 

to track progress. Pupils should not be 

putting undue pressure upon 

themselves and should try to 

approach these weekly assessments in 

a sensible yet relaxed manner. At KS3, 

30-60 minutes of revision should be 

more than enough time to achieve 

consistently good outcomes.

I would like to wish you and your 

families a Happy November, and look 

forward to updating you with more 

academic news next month.

SPECIAL SHOUTOUTS
7S, 7K and 9S for taking the 

top three positions in the 

monthly accelerated reader 

competition!

Victor Miralles Martínez (8S), 

for delivering an outstanding 

presentation on the creation 

of a video game to illustrate 

the effect that gaming has 

on our shrinking world!

Victoria Pastor Izquierdo (8S), 

for producing an outstanding 

piece of writing about the 

British Empire!



Mrs. Walker
Subd i r ect or a de Secundar ia

Head of  Inclusion

We have a creative, thoughtful 

team of professional teachers at 

King?s College, Alicante. We take 

pleasure in witnessing the 

progress of our pupils and the 

evident enjoyment they gain from 

their learning. At the beginning of 

term, when we considered the 

new COVID-19 measures that we 

have to adhere to in school, many 

teachers suffered a feeling of loss 

for the exciting learning activities 

we usually employ in the 

classroom to make learning fun 

and teaching strategies varied. We 

considered the things we could no 

loger do - silent debates, 

think-pair-share, live marking in 

exercise books, pair activities with 

laminated cards, peer marking, to 

name a few. However, thanks to 

the investment in technology at 

the school and the established 

practice of using Google 

Classroom, etc., we have been able 

to turn adversity into opportunity.

Over the year, we will share with 

you the ideas and research from 

our Quality First Teaching Working 

Group so you can understand and 

feel involved in the range of 

exciting activities your child 

participates in each day. These 

range from novel ways of 

incorporating group learning into 

the curriculum, the development 

of oracy skills in public speaking 

lessons and debate sessions, the 

regular encouragement and 

monitoring of reading (e.g., 

through the Accelerated Reader 

programme,) gamification of 

lessons to hook pupils and 

develop more lateral thinking to 

their learning and open-ended, 

enquiry-based learning.

Of course, we also give 

opportunities across the 

curriculum for all pupils to use 

higher order thinking skills (as 

described in Bloom?s taxonomy, 

for example.) In the Modern 

Foreign Languages department, 

these are reinforced in the 

presentation at the beginning of 

the lesson (as pictured) so pupils 

know which skills they are going to 

use in the lesson. This is called 

metacognition. Lower order 

thinking skills are also necessary 

but analysing, evaluating and 

creating tasks are also used to 

develop your child?s cognitive 

development.

Another useful method is called 

?Flipping the Classroom?. Using this 

approach, the teacher posts the 

information sources on Google 

Classroom before the lesson. This 

maximises the time in the 

classroom because the pupils have 

studied the basic information and 

become familiar with the 

terminology so deeper learning 

can take place in school. 



Oct ober  2020
8th Hello Yellow Non Uniform Day
9th School closed
12th School closed
13th School closed - Monitoring Day

Novem ber  2020
2nd School Closed

Decem ber  2020
7th School Closed
8th School Closed
18th Last Day of Term 1

Thur sday  8t h  Oct ober  in  suppor t  of  Wor ld  Ment al  Heal t h  Day

Tools and st eps for  older  children

Hel lo Yel low
Wor ld  Ment al  Heal t h  Day

Non un i f or m  
day  bu t  w ear
som et h ing  
yel low !

1?
COMPULSORY

DONATION

Dat es 
Cycle Test s

Every Wednesday, starting the 14th October, pupils in 
Years 7 -13 will be participating in "cycle tests".  The aim is 
to provided regular, summative tests in core subjects to 
help pupils to progress at a steady rate.  Tests will be 
cumulative in nature and will test all prior learning as well 
as the most recent learning.

On Wednesdays these are the only tests your child will sit 
and the homework the previous week in that subject will 
be to revise for the test; other subjects can set tests on 
other days of the week. We hope this regular preparation 
for exams introduces our pupils to good study habits that 
will be beneficial to them in the future.

For  fut her  informat ion on anyt hing in t his newslet t er  please cont act  your  child's form t ut or

Thank you!  With your help we raised over 
1000? for a local mental health charity!



source: ht t ps://suppor t .google.com/t ranslat e/answer /2534559?co= GENIE.Plat form%3DDeskt op&hl= en

Translat ing 
PDFs using 
Google 
Translat e

Tr ad u c i r  p ág i n as w e b  y  d o cu m e n t o s:   p u l se  a q u í

You can translate documents up to 10MB in size and in any of these 
formats: .doc, .docx, .odf, .pdf, .ppt, .pptx, .ps, .rtf, .txt, .xls, .xlsx.

1

You can translate documents only on medium and large screens. 
Some original formatting could be lost after translation.

On your computer, go to Google Translat e.

2

3

4

5 Click Translat e.

to choose the language you want to translate to, at the top 
right, click the Down  arrow .

Click Browse your computer and find the file you want to 
translate.

At the top left, click Docum ent s.

Download t h is m ont h's here

https://support.google.com/translate/answer/2534559?co=GENIE.Platform%3DDesktop&hl=en
https://support.google.com/translate/answer/2534559?co=GENIE.Platform%3DDesktop&hl=es
https://translate.google.com/
https://translate.google.com/
https://translate.google.com/
https://translate.google.com/
https://bit.ly/Oct2020KS3PDF
https://bit.ly/Oct2020KS3PDF
https://bit.ly/Oct2020KS3PDF
https://bit.ly/Oct2020KS3PDF
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